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State Aid to the Nuclear Power Sector: The General Court’s Ruling 
on the UK Reactor at Hinkley Point C 

Leigh Hancher* 

Introduction  

This note examines the recent ruling of the General Court on the application lodged by the 
Republic of Austria to annul the European Commission’s (EC) decision declaring state aid for 
the construction of a new nuclear power station in the United Kingdom to be compatible aid. It 
sets out the background to the project and briefly summarizes the EC decision before moving 
into a more detailed analysis of the General Court’s findings.  This case is important not least as 
it concerns the interaction of the Euratom Treaty with the general state aid regime, and the 
compatibility of support for nuclear power in the EU’s liberalized electricity market.  Moreover 
the court ruling raises questions as to the role of detailed economic analysis in cases where 
support for particular projects is deemed to be in the ‘public interest’. Furthermore the Court has 
given some guidance on the scope for member states to rely on Article 194(2) TFEU to 
determine their own ‘energy mix’.  

Background 

In October 2014, and following a formal investigation, the European Commission (EC) approved 
aid which the UK government was planning to implement in favour of the construction of the 
Hinkley Point C (HPC) project. 1That aid, for EDF Energy subsidiary NNNB Generation, is 
made up of three parts. Firstly, a contract for difference (the CfD), which seeks to ensure price 
stability for sales of electricity – this being described as a form of hedging product. Secondly, an 
agreement between the investors of NNNB Generation and the UK's Secretary of State for 
Energy and Climate Change which guarantees compensation (estimated at 22 billion pounds) in 
the event of an early shutdown on political grounds (the Secretary of State Agreement). Thirdly, 
a credit guarantee (the Credit Guarantee) by the UK on bonds to be issued by NNNB Generation 
is intended to ensure the timely payment of principal and interest of qualifying debt, up to a 
maximum level of GBP17.0 billion (USD22.5 billion).2 

The UK government has guaranteed a rate of £92.50 (€104.6) per megawatt hour (MWh) – the 
so-called ‘strike price’ – for electricity produced at HPC in the CfD. The strike price is currently 
(in October 2018) well over twice as high as average UK wholesale electricity prices. Electricity 
bill-payers will pay the difference between the wholesale electricity price and the £92.50 “strike 
price”, if the wholesale electricity price falls below the guaranteed strike price.  In the event that 
the wholesale price rises above the strike price NNBG must compensate the government. The 

																																																								
* Professor of European Law, Tilburg University, the Netherlands and Part time Professor of European Energy Law 
and Director of the European Union Law area at the Florence School of Regulation, EUI, Florence, Italy. 
1  S.A.34947 (2013/C) (ex 2013/N), OJ 2015 L 109, p. 44 
2 A fourth measure – involving waste management was not assessed in the 2014 decision, but in a separate decision - 
Case SA.34962, Waste Contract for New Nuclear Power Stations (OJ 2016 C 161, p. 1). See also L Hancher and M 
Klasse, Aid to Nuclear and Coal, in L Hancher et al, State Aid and the Energy Sector, 2017, pp201-231.  
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CfD will, according to a recent report of the UK’s Public Accounts Committee, cost UK 
consumers around £30 billion (€33.9 billion) over the 35-year contract, as calculated by the 
sponsoring government department - the UK’s Department for Business, Energy & Industrial 
Strategy (BEIS). 

The state aid scheme will benefit NNGB, the company that is building and will operate HPC, 
which is owned by French utility EDF and China General Nuclear Power Group. Under a deal 
agreed in October 2015, China General Nuclear will take a 33.5% stake in EDF Energy's project 
to construct HPC, consisting of two Areva-designed European Pressurised Reactors. Indeed 
HPC, which NNBG expects will cost £19.6 billion to build, will be the first new nuclear power 
station built in the UK since 1995. The UK government had last formally considered its strategic 
case for nuclear in 2008. 3  In fact, in accordance with the CfD, NNBG is bearing all the 
construction risks, and is paying for the power station upfront. It will not recoup its expenditure 
until it is generating electricity, meaning it is liable if construction costs overrun or the project is 
delayed. 

It is expected that the 3.2 gigawatt power station will generate around 7% of the UK’s electricity 
from the mid-2020s. The Department responsible, (BEIS), originally hoped that Hinkley Point C 
would be the first in a series of government deals to support nuclear power stations.  It regarded 
nuclear power as being central to its strategic aim of managing the energy ‘trilemma’: providing 
a supply of electricity that is secure, is affordable for consumers and contributes to the UK’s 
statutory decarbonisation target to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 80% in 2050 compared 
with 1990 levels. 

But in the meantime the estimated costs of electricity from nuclear power stations have more 
than doubled since 2008—from around £48/MWh (in 2012 prices) to £92/MWh. At the same 
time, the costs of alternative low-carbon technologies—in particular, wind and solar—have 
fallen faster than expected. In September 2017, the government announced that it had agreed 
new contracts to support offshore wind in the mid-2020s for £57.50/MWh, nearly half the cost of 
electricity generated by HPC. Additionally, the Department’s estimate of the cost of consumer 
top-up payments over the 35 years of the Hinkley Point C contract had increased to £30 billion in 
March 2016, compared to the £6 billion it estimated in October 2013, as a result of significant 
decreases in the projected price of wholesale electricity. Subsequently the UK’s National Audit 
Office has concluded that: 

“But the Department’s deal for HPC has locked consumers into a risky and expensive 
project with uncertain strategic and economic benefits. While committing the developer 
to bearing the construction risks means taxpayers and consumers are protected from 
costs overrunning, consumers could end up paying more for HPC’s electricity than if the 
government had shared these risks. Past experience shows that ultimately these risks 
could shift back to taxpayers or consumers. If the project runs into trouble, the 
government may need to fund alternatives to ensure secure supply, or come under 

																																																								
3 Department for Business, Enterprise & Regulatory Reform, Meeting the energy challenge: A White Paper on 
Nuclear Power, January 2008. 
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pressure to renegotiate its deal. The Department did not sufficiently appraise alternative 
ways to structure the deal (at para 25)”.4 

As this short note explains, the European Commission, now supported by the General Court, was 
far less critical and approved the three notified measures subject to several conditions.5 

The Commission Decision 

In its opening decision, the Commission (EC) noted: 

“… that nuclear technology has and can generally be considered a viable commercial 
activity. Moreover, due to the timeline for the construction of HPC … it is unlikely that it 
will be able to address, once built, the security of supply issues envisaged to be faced in 
the United Kingdom in 2020.”   

The EC further expressed doubts as to the fact that NNBG had been entrusted with specific 
public service obligations to discharge (para 290).6 

However by October 2014, following a formal investigation, and on the basis of the then 
available information, the EC had concluded that the state aid is compatible with the internal 
market. It did not consider the issue of whether the support for HPC represented value for 
money; rather having requested extensive financial modeling, it assessed the UK government’s 
arguments that the aid was necessary and appropriate to secure an objective of common interest 
and tackle a market failure, and in the final Sections 9 and 10 of its decision, the EC considered 
whether the measures at issue could be declared compatible with the internal market pursuant to 
Article 107(3)(c) TFEU.   

In Section 9.1 the EC stated that the notified measures were compatible with existing market 
regulation. It found that the public interest objective, which the United Kingdom pursued 
through the three measures, was the promotion of nuclear energy and, more specifically, the 
creation of new nuclear energy generating capacity.  The UK’s intervention was necessary in 
order to achieve that objective in sufficient time given that by 2023 all but one of the UK’s 
nuclear power plants are expected to close. At Section 9.4, the EC assessed whether the measures 
at issue were appropriate instruments for achieving that objective and whether they had an 
incentive effect. It went on to examine the proportionality of the measures and found that, 
subject to an adjustment of the credit guarantee fee rate to 295 basis points and amendment of 
the CfD’s ‘gain-share mechanism’,7 the measures at issue had to be regarded as being necessary 

																																																								
4 HC 40 SESSION 2017-18 23 JUNE, https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Hinkley-Point-C.pdf  
5 For a detailed evaluation of the decision, see N. Robins and T. Chakma, ‘State Aid in Energy under the Spotlight, 
(2016) 15(2) European State Aid Law Quarterly, 247 – 253.  
6 OJ 2016 C69/1. 
7 See p. 101-107 of the final Decision on the Equity and Construction Gain Share mechanisms. The latter is designed 
to share savings, implemented through reduction of the Strike Price, where construction comes in at lower than the 
forecast cost in the agreed financial model for the HPC project. This mechanism will work in one direction, with no 
Strike Price increase if construction costs are higher than forecast. 
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and that, overall, the potential for distortion of competition was limited and that the negative 
effects of the measures at issue were offset by their positive effects. The Commission therefore 
concluded that the measures at issue were compatible with the internal market pursuant to 
Article 107(3)(c) TFEU.  It may be noted that at paras 107 and paras 308-1, the EC rejected the 
UK’s submission based on Article 106(2) TFEU that the investment was a service of general 
economic interest (SGEI), and therefore could not be characterized as a state aid, nor in the 
alternative could it be justified as compatible aid to provide such a service. The beneficiary had 
not been entrusted with the task of providing an SGEI, nor could the UK enforce its performance 
other than through termination of the contract.  

Austria’s Key Arguments 

Austria filed an application before the General Court on 6 July 2015 seeking annulment of the 
EC's decision. Announcing the filing, then Austrian Chancellor Werner Faymann said that 
nuclear power "is not an innovative technology and is therefore not worthy of subsidy". He 
added, "[State] aid is there to support new and modern technologies that are in the general 
interest of all EU countries. This is in no way true of nuclear power."8 

In the course of the proceedings before the General Court, Luxembourg intervened in support of 
Austria, while the Czech Republic, France, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and the UK 
intervened in support of the Commission.  An earlier action for annulment, lodged by 
Greenpeace and several German electricity generators was dismissed as the GC considered that 
the applicants lacked standing.9  

Austria raised nine pleas in law including: 

 that the Commission erred in accepting the existence of a market separate from the 
nuclear energy market and, moreover, in relying on a failure of that market. 

 that the Commission erred in finding that the measures at issue constituted investment 
aid. According to the Republic of Austria, those measures constitute operating aid that is 
incompatible with the internal market; 

 that the construction of Hinkley Point C is not intended to meet an objective of ‘common’ 
interest; 

 that the Commission has not sufficiently determined the aid elements contained in the 
measures at issue; 

 that the Commission’s conclusion that the measures at issue were consistent with the 
principle of proportionality was wrong; 

 that the United Kingdom should have initiated a public procurement procedure in respect 
of Hinkley Point C;10 

																																																								
8 www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/06/austria-files-legal-complaint-against-uk-hinkley-point-c-nuclear-plant 
9  Case T-382/15 and Case C-640/16 P, Order of the Court (Eighth Chamber) of 10 October 2017 — Greenpeace 
Energy v European Commission, EU: T:2016:589. 
10 The UK government contended that as it was not purchasing electricity nor was it awarding a concession, the 
formal procurement rules did not apply. The Commission accepted this position in its decision at its recitals 359-
364.  It held that the Commission had selected NNBG following discussions with a number of new nuclear 
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 and that the Commission failed to comply with its Notice on the application of Articles 
[107] and [108] of the [FEU] Treaty to State aid in the form of guarantees.11 

In addition, Austria alleged infringement of the obligation to state reasons and of the right to be 
heard.  

The General Court (GC) rejected all of these pleas and upheld the EC’s Decision in full in its 
ruling of July 12, 2018.12  Austria has now confirmed that it will appeal that ruling to the ECJ 
and so the final word on the legality of the UK’s support for HPC cannot be expected until 2019 
at the earliest.13 Nevertheless there are several aspects of the GC ruling that are worthy of 
comment, even if it remains to be seen whether its analysis will be confirmed on appeal. Before 
examining the 64 pages and 736 paragraphs in further detail, two points should be borne in mind. 

First, it should be recalled that this is an unusual case for two primary reasons.  It is of course 
very rare for a member state to challenge a positive EC decision declaring aid granted by another 
Member State to compatible aid. Member States are privileged applicants and do not have to 
overcome any hurdles to establish standing.  They do not have to show that a decision is of direct 
and individual concern to them. As we will explain however, Austria nevertheless was faced 
with a heavy burden of proof in its challenge to the substance of the Commission’s decision on 
the compatibility of the aid measure. 

Second, this case presents an important opportunity for the CJEU to consider and clarify the 
application of the relevant provisions of the Euratom Treaty as a justification for granting state 
aid to the EU’s nuclear sector.14 

The Euratom Treaty 

The GC has held in this respect that ‘the provisions of the Euratom Treaty constitute special 
rules in relation to the provisions of the TFEU Treaty and therefore derogate from the latter 
provisions in the event of any conflict.’  This however does not preclude Article 107 TFEU from 
being applied to measures pursuing an objective covered by the Euratom Treaty. Even if certain 
provisions of the Euratom Treaty, such as Article 2(c) and the provisions laid down in Chapter 4 
of Title II concern investment in the field of nuclear energy “the latter do not set out the 
conditions under which, notwithstanding the distortion of competition to which it gives rise, State 
aid concerning investment in the field of nuclear energy may be considered to be compatible 
with the internal market” (see para 77). 

 

																																																																																																																																																																																			
developers and that this was equivalent to a tendering procedure in terms of transparency and non-discrimination.  
The General Court upheld the Commission’s approach – see below. 
11 OJ 2008 C 155, p. 10; ‘the Guarantee Notice’. 
12 T:2018:439. 
13 C-594/18P. 
14 For a discussion of the relationship between the two Treaties, see L Hancher and M Klasse ‘Aid to Coal and 
Nuclear’ in L. Hancher et al, State Aid and the Energy Sector, 2017, pp201-231. 
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The GC therefore concluded that: 

“Consequently, Article 107 TFEU is applicable to the measures at issue. However, in the 
context of the application of that provision to measures concerning the field of nuclear 
energy, it is necessary to take into account the provisions and objectives of the Euratom 
Treaty (at para 78).  

The objectives of the Euratom Treaty would therefore form part of the compatibility assessment 
under Article 107(3)(c) TFEU.  It should be recalled at this stage that the current Energy and 
Environmental Aid Guidelines (EEAG) of 2014 do not apply to state aid to the nuclear sector.15 
Nevertheless the so-called common principles of assessment developed in the context of the 
State Aid Modernisation exercise (SAM) of 2012 are also applied to ad hoc or individual 
decisions where the Commission applies Article 107(3)(c) directly, as it did in its Hinkley 
decision.16  In effect, Austria supported by Luxembourg, contested the Commission’s application 
of each of these principles, and most notably the finding that support to nuclear energy could be 
considered a public interest objective designed to remedy a market failure. If Austria had 
succeeded on these points, its challenge might have had some chance of success. However as 
explained below the Court upheld the Commission’s reasoning on the objectives of the measure 
leaving Austria to face the almost unsurmountable task of establishing that the measures were 
unnecessary and disproportionate. 

Nuclear Energy – An Objective of Common Interest? 

Importantly, Austria argued that the EC could not have concluded that the support to HPC 
furthered an ‘objective of common interest’ if one or more Member State did not share that 
interest as a public interest objective, The Court rejected this argument and held that Austria’s 
reliance on para 125 of the judgment of 15 June 2010, Mediaset v Commission17 that the aid 
must pursue an object of common interest and must be appropriate, necessary and not 
disproportionate cannot be construed as a requirement that only those objectives that are in the 
interests of all or the majority of the Member States can be considered to be in the common 
interest.   

The GC considered that in Mediaset the Court had merely intended to distinguish between a 
public and a private interest.  The concept is therefore only relevant to a later stage of the 
assessment, i.e., the adverse effect on trade – an examination carried out in sections 9.3 to 9.6 of 
the contested decision (see para 80 -89).   

Austria’s attempt to argue that Article 2(c) Euratom was binding on the Commission, and not the 
Member States, was dismissed given that Article 192 Euratom requires member states to 

																																																								
15 OJ 2014 C 200/1. 
16  See further, L Hancher in P Werner and V Verouden, EU State Aid Control: Law and Economics, Kluwer 2017. 
pp193-220, at 204. 
17 T-177/07, EU:T:2010:233. 
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facilitate the achievement of the Euratom Community’s tasks.  Furthermore the GC recalled that 
Article 194(2) TFEU allows the Member States to determine its own energy mix.18  

The Court did however, underline that the promotion of nuclear energy as a public interest 
objective in line with the Euratom Treaty would not mean that each and every measure to 
support this energy form was justified. It would still have to be demonstrated to be appropriate, 
necessary and not disproportionate. Finally Austria’s contention that only support to new 
technologically advanced nuclear plant could be justified as being in the public interest was 
rejected - neither Article 2(c) Euratom or Article 107(3)(c) TFEU require the facilitation of 
technological innovation.  

The Court held that:  

“Contrary to the Republic of Austria’s contention, it cannot be concluded from the fact 
that that new capacity was supposed to replace ageing nuclear energy generating 
capacity that there was no development within the meaning of those provisions. Since 
ageing nuclear power stations have to be closed, nuclear power in the United Kingdom 
would be less developed without investment in new nuclear energy generating capacity. 
In any event, it must be noted that it is common ground that the technology to be used in 
HPC is more advanced than that used in the nuclear power stations it is supposed to 
replace”. (at para 144).  

Market Failure – A Necessary but not Sufficient Condition? 

The EC had accepted the UK government’s contention that without the contested aid measures 
the new nuclear capacity would not be delivered in sufficient time so that the support was 
therefore necessary to deal with this specific market failure. Austria contended that the 
Commission should have considered the necessity of the measure if it had concluded that the 
liberalized market for electricity generation and supply was failing. In fact the EC had wrongly 
proceeded on the basis of a separate market for the construction and operation of nuclear power 
plants. 

The GC began by pointing out that Article 107(3)(c) does not expressly include a condition 
relating to the existence of a market failure and that the absence of such a failure does not 
necessarily mean that the aid is not necessary.  State intervention may be considered necessary if 
market forces cannot deliver the public interest objective in sufficient time. The essence of the 
Court’s reasoning would appear to be that the Commission was entitled to conclude that existing 
products and instruments in the financial market were not sufficient to allow the necessary level 
of investment to be adequately hedged. Notably the Court recalled that it would have to be 
																																																								
18 At para 97 .. “In the light of the second paragraph of Article 1 and Article 2(c) of the Euratom Treaty, it must be 
held that the Commission did not err in finding that the United Kingdom was entitled to decide upon the promotion 
de nuclear energy and, more specifically, incentives for the creation of new nuclear energy generating capacity, as a 
public interest objective for the purposes of Article 107(3)(c) TFEU. That objective is related to the Euratom 
Community’s goal of facilitating investment in the nuclear field, and it is apparent from the first paragraph of 
Article 192 of the Euratom Treaty that the Member States are to facilitate the achievement of the Euratom 
Community’s tasks. Moreover, it is apparent from the second subparagraph of Article 194(2) TFEU that each 
Member State has the right to choose between the different energy sources those they prefer. 
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satisfied that the Commission had made a manifest error in assessing the facts in this respect. 
The burden of proof here was on Austria to establish that private investment would have been 
available in a reasonable time frame to deliver the new capacity on time despite the specific risks 
facing investors in nuclear facilities.  The mere reference to possible alternatives is not sufficient.  
The Austrian government would have had to put forward concrete evidence that the EC’s 
statements and reasoning as to why ‘the market’ would not make the investment without support 
were implausible.19  In particular the Commission’s assertion that the risk of change in political 
context is considerable given the controversial nature of nuclear energy, and would have a 
deterrent effect on investors did not seem manifestly wrong to the Court.  The contention of 
Austria and Luxembourg that such political decisions do not constitute market failures were 
brushed aside.  The EC was entitled to take into account all relevant uncertainties that would 
prevent new nuclear capacity from being delivered within a reasonable time.  The GC therefore 
rejected the arguments that the aid was not necessary as there was no market failure - albeit that 
this finding was without prejudice to the Court’s assessment of the proportionality of the 
measures. The Court relied on its own earlier case law20 to conclude that market failure is a 
legitimate reason to administer state aid but not a necessary condition.  Notably the GC did not 
consider the question of the relevant market at this stage of its analysis.  

The Credit Guarantee and Failure to comply with the Guarantee Notice 

Austria argued that the Commission had failed to specify the exact amount of the grant 
equivalent of an aid measure when assessing its compatibility with the common market.  In its 
decision the EC had required the UK to increase the fees rates payable by NNBC for a state 
guarantee by 295 basis points so that this would correspond to the rates payable on the private 
market for a project in an equivalent risk category (BB).  This seemed to imply that the ‘private 
investor test’ was satisfied and no aid was involved, if NNBC was indeed paying a market rate in 
spite of the magnitude of the financing.21 Austria contended that this approach confirmed the EC 
had in fact considered the project as sound, and with a relatively low rate of failure – it had 
therefore failed to establish a market failure.  The Court however, determined that a BB score 
corresponds to high-risk projects for which an overall positive outcome is still likely.    

In any event the EC claimed that the Guarantee Notice was not relevant to its assessment and 
therefore the non-application of the standard conditions listed in point 4.1 of that Notice was of 
no consequence.22  The Court did not completely follow the Commission here, but it did not 
explicitly rule on whether the Commission ought to have been bound by its own Notice.  Instead 
the GC examined whether Austria had made out a sufficient case that the relevant conditions in 

																																																								
19  See in this respect the judgments of 12 December 1996, AIUFFASS and AKT v Commission, T‑380/94, 
EU:T:1996:195, paragraph 59, and of 6 October 2009, FAB v Commission, T‑8/06, not published, EU:T:2009:386, 
paragraph 78) /  In order to establish that the Commission committed a manifest error in assessing the facts such as 
to justify the annulment of the contested decision, the evidence adduced by the applicant must be sufficient to make 
the factual assessments used in the decision implausible (Case T-380/94 AIUFFASS and AKT v Commission [1996] 
ECR II-2169, paragraph 59). 
20 Case T-92/11 Jorgen Andersen EU:T:2017:14, paragraph 69 and Case  T‑162/13 Magic Mountain, not published, 
EU:T:2016:341, paragraph 77 . 
21 See further Notion of Aid. 2016.  C/2016/2946OJ C 262, 19.7.2016.  
22 See further Notion of Aid, C/2016/2946OJ C 262, 19.7.2016 
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the Notice had been met. 23  Had Austria established that the Credit Guarantee was for an 
unlimited duration, for an unspecified amount of underlying loan, to an undertaking in financial 
difficulties and for a non-market fee and therefore could not be deemed to be market conform? 

The Court considered that the guarantee was not unlimited but was related to bonds with tenors 
ranging from 8 to 41 years so that the guaranteed debt is anticipated to have a weighted average 
life of 27.4 years.  Nor had the Commission failed to consider the amount covered by the loan – 
and to apply the standard condition that a guarantee must not cover more than 80% of the 
outstanding loan. According to the Notice itself, that threshold did not apply to debt securities 
such as bonds.  Finally the Court dismissed Austria’s attempts to establish that the recipient of 
the guarantee was in financial difficulties.24 It held that Austria had failed to submit sufficiently 
detailed arguments to show that the considerations on which the Commission had based its 
assessment were implausible. 

The Political Agreement 

As to the actual value of the three inter-related aid measures, Austria contended that as the value 
of the ‘Political’ or ‘Secretary of State’ Agreement was not quantified either then the 
Commission could not have reached a positive assessment on the overall package.  Again the GC 
falls back on the literal text of the Treaty and points out that Art 107(3)(c) does not expressly 
require the quantification of the aid measure in order to reach the conclusion that it is in the 
public interest of the granting authorities, and further that is necessary, appropriate and not 
disproportionate. Austria also claimed that at the time of notification of the Contract for 
Difference (CfD) many of the terms had not been finalized, but in the Court’s view Austria had 
not submitted detailed evidence capable of demonstrating that the Commission was not in a 
position to verify the proportionality of the CfD. As to the Political Agreement the Court 
interpreted the EC’s decision to allow only for a special contractual right to claim compensation 
for deprivation of property.25 The (unquantified) aid element was constituted by the contractual 
right to prompt and certain payment, as opposed to the general right to compensation. The Court 
considered that any additional elements of compensation would be new aid and would have to be 
notified separately.  

Appropriate Measures   

Recalling first, that on the basis of its findings on the scope of Article 194(1) TFEU  and Article 
2(c) Euratom, that a Member State was entitled to declare the construction of new nuclear 
capacity as public interest objective and second, that the Court had a limited power of review in 
the present context to review whether the measure were appropriate, necessary and that the 
positive effects outweighed the negative effects, the Court proceeded  very cautiously at this 
crucial juncture of its assessment  (see paras 160 and 161 and paras 372).   

																																																								
23 Para 309 et seq.  
24  The evidence submitted by the Republic of Austria and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg is not therefore capable 
of demonstrating that EDF was experiencing financial difficulty within the meaning of point 9 of the Guidelines on 
firms in difficulty (at para 338). 
25 The Commission had treated the Political Agreement as a selective advantage, at paras 317-323 of its decision.  
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As to the issue of whether the measures were appropriate, the Austrian government claimed that 
they neither improved security or diversification of supply nor did they reduce carbon emissions.  
Uranium is imported into the EU, smaller (fossil fuel) plants are more flexible and require less 
scarce resources such as water for cooling. Access to alternative sources of electricity through 
increased interconnection had also not been properly considered. These arguments were not 
considered by the Court to be sufficient to challenge the appropriateness of the public interest 
objective pursued – i.e., increased nuclear generation capacity - which appears to have been 
viewed at this stage of the analysis as an end in itself and not as a means to an end such as 
security or diversification of supply.  Instead the Court deferred its analysis of these issues to its 
assessment of the balancing test (para 382). 

Necessity 

A similar approach was taken to the next limb– the necessity of the measures.   The Austrian 
government claimed that market failure test was again relevant in assessing the necessity of the 
state aid.  Furthermore, Austria not only called in question the need for intervention by the 
United Kingdom as such, but argued that the specific measures went beyond what was necessary 
to overcome the obstacles identified, and caused an excessive distortion of competition. In 
particular, Austria claimed that the EC did not take sufficient account of the cumulative effect of 
the three measures at issue. The CfD would cause nuclear energy to be produced even when 
electricity prices were negative and this would have serious consequences for competition. Gas 
fired plant is far better suited to compensate for volatility in renewable energy production.  Nor 
do the measures have an incentive effect but would lead to market distortion, inter alia due to 
potential overcapacity from inflexible generation.  This would have adverse consequences for 
renewable energy producers who would withdraw capacity from the market.  

The Court held that the arguments put forward by Austria may be broken down, in essence, into 
three complaints, the first of which alleges that the measures at issue were not necessary in order 
to attain the objectives of improving security of supply, diversification of suppliers and 
decarbonisation, the second, that more moderately sized power stations would have been 
sufficient, and the third, that the Commission did not examine sufficiently the risk of 
overcompensation.  

In assessing these claims, the GC proceeded on the basis of the narrow public interest objective 
pursued by the measures, i.e., the realization of new nuclear capacity within a sufficient time.  
Given this objective, their necessity could not be called in to question in the light of other, 
apparently irrelevant objectives, such as security of supply and decarbonsiation.   Similarly the 
necessity of stimulating investment in other forms of generation was dismissed - given that the 
objective was to create new nuclear capacity. 

The GC concluded that Austria has not put forward any detailed argument that might establish 
that the aid elements contained in the various measures at issue were excessive in the light of the 
objective of triggering a decision to invest in new nuclear energy generating capacity. The 
Commission had considered the measures as interlinked and as necessary to realize the stated 
objectives of investing in new capacity. Indeed in this context, it had demanded the adjustment 
the fee for the Credit Guarantee and requested an amendment of the ‘gain-share mechanism’, and 
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had considered that the impact of the Secretary of State Agreement was to lower the strike price 
in the CfD. 

Balancing the Positive and the Negative Effects  

Given that the General Court had dismissed all of Austria’s arguments on the necessity and 
proportionality of the disputed measures, it would have been very surprising if it had been 
sympathetic to the arguments that their disadvantages outweighed the advantages.  The GC did 
not accept the arguments that the EC had wrongly identified the positive effects of the measures 
or downplayed the negative impacts.  The Court accepted that the Commission had been correct 
to assess the positive impact of the measures on the UK’s security and diversity of supply as well 
as its decarbonisation strategies. The Commission had opened the formal investigation to ensure 
that following an in-depth analysis of the UK strategy, it was satisfied that the new nuclear 
capacity would be available to meet the projected future capacity deficit. Austria had failed to 
advance evidence to establish that the Commission’s position was implausible (paras 400 -462). 
As to the negative effects, Austria had argued that he Commission had disregarded the impact on 
the internal energy market. The GC recalled that the Commission had concluded that the impact 
of the measures on trade and competition would have been insignificant, and that the impact on 
wholesale electricity prices in GB and beyond would be minimal.  It had therefore taken any 
potential negative effects into account.  The Court did not examine the validity of the analysis in 
any detail however, and again took the position that the arguments advanced by Austria, even if 
they cast some doubt on the accuracy of the Commission’s analysis,26 did not demonstrate that 
the Commission’s position was manifestly wrong or implausible (paras 463-504).  

Various arguments were also advanced by Austria to call into question the Commission’s 
weighing up of the positive and negative effects.  In particular Austria argued that the current 
supply structure is being perpetuated and is solely intended to prevent a drastic fall in the 
contribution of nuclear energy to overall electricity needs.  

The Court considered that; 

“In the light of the United Kingdom’s right to determine its own energy mix and to 
maintain nuclear energy as a source in that mix, which follows from the second 
subparagraph of Article 194(2) TFEU, and from the second paragraph of Article 1, 
Article 2(c) and the first paragraph of Article 192 of the Euratom Treaty, the decision to 
maintain nuclear energy in the supply structure cannot be considered to be manifestly 
disproportionate as compared with the positive effects of the measures at issue.”  [para 
507] 

Also in view of this right to determine its own energy mix, the UK was entitled to conclude CfDs 
for HPC with more favourable terms than contracts for other technologies.  Austria’s contention 
that the Commission acted in contravention of the polluter pays principle, the precautionary 
principle and the principle of sustainability was dismissed by the Court as the UK had not 
intended the contested measures to give effect to these principles.  The Commission need only 

																																																								
26 See for example, at para 497. 
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examine the negative impact if any on the internal market and the four freedoms.  If the 
principles were to be invoked to preclude state aid to a nuclear plant, this would be inconsistent 
with Art 106(1) Euratom. [para 517]. 

Operating v Investment Aid 

One of the most important arguments put forward by Austria was that the Commission had at 
paras 344 to 347 of its decision, wrongly stated that even although the measures constituted 
operating aid and were in principle incompatible with Art 107(3)(c), the measure at issue had to 
be regarded as being equivalent to investment aid.  The General Court (and indeed the 
Commission) agreed with Austria’s position that it is settled law that operating aid is intended to 
maintain the status quo or release an undertaking from its normal costs and so cannot be 
considered compatible state aid27.  Indeed in its opening decision it had expressed serious doubts 
as to the compatibility of the measures inter alia as they took the form of operating aid. However 
in the Court’s view, at Sections 9.2 to 9.6 of the decision the Commission had put forward 
sufficient reasons to justify its positive assessment of the aid, and to explain why that the case 
law on operating aid could not be applied to the measures given the peculiarity of the project and 
the fact that those measures were intended to allow NNBG to commit to investing in the 
construction of HPC.   

The Court took the somewhat unusual view that if the measures in question had already met the 
various tests for a positive assessment as set out above - and in particular that they were 
established to be necessary and appropriate, then it was irrelevant if they were classified as 
operating as opposed to investment aid.28  

Second, the arguments raised by Austria in relation to the earlier practice of the Commission 
were rejected on rather unconvincing, narrow grounds (paras 624 et seq). Even if the CfD is 
intended to cover the operation of the power plant, and again invoking Case T-162/13 Magic 
Mountain, the Court reasoned that there was a clear link between the measure at issue and the 
public interest objective pursued, namely the creation of new generating capacity. The possibility 
of price (opex) re-openers to mitigate risks in relation to the long-term costs of the contractual 
parties did not call that link into question.  Austria’s arguments that the compensation provided 
under the Secretary of State Agreement and Credit Guarantee (which were not separately 
analysed) would amount to an ‘exorbitant level’ of operating aid were also rejected – but largely 
on the grounds that there was insufficient evidence of over compensation.  At para 617, however 
the Court suggests that, “from a financial modeling point of view, the net present value of the 
strike price payments could be thought of as the equivalent of a lump sum payment which 
allowed NNBG to cover construction costs.”  It therefore in effect seemed to endorse the 
Commission’s view that the method of financing the project was innovative and that the 
distinction between the two categories of aid were difficult to apply. 

Nevertheless the Court’s overall reasoning effectively obliterates the long-standing distinction 
between investment and operating aid unless this is spelled out in a guideline or block 
exemption.  This, combined with its approach to market failure in the context of ad hoc aid 
																																																								
27 See paras 579 and case law cited there  
28 At paras 583 to 623.The GC relied on the case of T-162/13 Magic Mountain, op cit.  at paras 116-117. 
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schemes could mean that the latter are treated more favourably than aid schemes which must be 
assessed under specific sets of guidelines. It will be interesting to see if this type of reasoning 
and its implications, is upheld on appeal.  

The Failure to Tender the Measures 

Although the Commission considers that the award of an aid measure following a form of tender 
is the best means to ensure the efficient allocation of state resources, the HPC decision did not 
follow the usual line of reasoning.  The Commission agreed with the UK government that the 
Procurement directives did not apply as the CfD could not be classified as the supply of services 
or goods or as a works contract or as a form of concession.  It is essentially a hedging contract.29 
Nevertheless in accordance with Article 8 of the Directive 2009/72 on the internal market for 
electricity, MS should ensure the possibility in the interests of security of supply of providing 
new production capacity through a tendering procedure or any procedure equivalent in terms of 
transparency and non-discrimination. The Commission stated that the selection procedure used 
by the United Kingdom was based on a clear, transparent and non-discriminatory framework, 
which could be considered equivalent to a tendering procedure in terms of transparency and non-
discrimination.30  It found that the United Kingdom had held discussions with new nuclear 
developers other than NNBG. The GC agreed – Article 8 of the Directive 2009/72 did not 
require a tendering procedure nor did the application of the general Treaty principles of equal 
treatment, non-discrimination or transparency mandate such a procedure. The Court recalled 
that: “the principles of equal treatment, non-discrimination and transparency are applicable to 
public contracts, to concessions, to exclusive authorisations and to exclusive licences granted by 
a public authority and for which the EU legislature has not laid down special rules. Where such 
contracts or such rights are awarded, the principles of equal treatment, transparency and non-
discrimination require that the Member States ensure a degree of advertising sufficient to enable 
the competition selection procedure to be open and the impartiality of the award procedures to be 
reviewed. 

“However, in that context, it should be noted that the principles of equal treatment, non-
discrimination and transparency do not necessarily require a tendering procedure in 
order for a particular project to be launched [...] They do not therefore limit the right of 
a Member State to choose between a public contract and the grant of a subsidy to 
encourage undertakings to achieve a particular public interest objective.”31 

As has been remarked32 this latter paragraph is perplexing because it seems to suggest that a 
Member State can opt to grant aid to a particular undertaking to carry out a project rather than 
																																																								
29 In Section 9.1 of the decision, the Commission set out the reasons why, in its view, Directive 2004/17/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 coordinating the procurement procedures of entities 
operating in the water, energy, transport and postal services sectors (OJ 2004 L 134, p. 1) and Directive 2004/18/EC 
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on the coordination of procedures for the award of 
public works contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts (OJ 2004 L 134, p. 114), as amended, 
were not applicable to the measures at issue – see para 558 of the decision. 
30 At paras 359 to 364 of the contested decision. 
31 Paras 686-688. 
32	P.	Nicolaides,		Hinkley	III,	Stateaidhub.eu/blogs/stateaiduncovered/post/9321,	2	
December	2018.	
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select competitively the undertaking that is to carry out that project. This seems to run counter to 
the Commission’s general policy to encourage tendering procedures for subsidy awards in order 
to ensure competition for the subsidy as well as lower costs to the taxpayer. 

Conclusion 

The shadow of an action for annulment of the Commission decision on Hinkley Point C was 
already present when the EC expressed its serious doubts on the compatibility of the measures 
and opened a formal investigation.  As noted in its decision it received a record number of 
written observations33. Had the EC found the measures to be incompatible aid, it would surely 
have met with challenges from the UK and the aid beneficiary.  The final decision was the result 
of careful economic analysis of the UK government proposals,34 but that in itself could not dispel 
the political as well as legal controversies that surrounded the Hinkley case and the relevance of 
the Euratom Treaty to a compatibility assessment under Article 107(3)(c) TFEU.  Given the 
strict rules on standing, challenge from individuals or NGOs was unlikely to succeed. Indeed the 
GC and as confirmed by the ECJ, had rejected the NGO Greenpeace’s application to challenge 
the decision.35 Although a challenge from a competitor could not have been ruled out, the 
Court’s earlier case law probably already narrowed the range of third parties with standing to 
nuclear producers as opposed to electricity producers generating from fossil fuels.    

A challenge by a Member State however provided a more serious threat given that standing 
would not present an obstacle.   The Commission therefore had to bear that very real threat 
firmly in mind when drafting its final decision.  The GC’s judgment suggests that it might have 
navigated through the nuclear political and legal ‘minefield’ quite successfully.  It remains to be 
seen if the ruling is upheld on appeal, especially on the question of the type of aid at issue and 
the significance of the distinction between operating versus investment aid.  But there are other 
aspects of the ruling that deserve closer scrutiny. These include the GC’s approach to the market 
failure test – can it be merely set aside if the Member State alleges it is pursuing a wider ‘public 
interest’ objective.  The Magic Mountain case on which the GC places heavy reliance concerned 
the construction of climbing walls and the aid measure was directed at non-profit organisations – 
hardly comparable to the construction of a large nuclear power plant by a powerful economic 
beneficiaries.  However, as the Court had previously held in T-92/11RENV J Andersen, there 
may be good reasons that can justify a Member State’s decision to entrust, for consideration, to 
undertakings the performance of public service obligations even if those obligations are not 
strictly classified as services of general economic interest.36  

The fact that a service contributes to security of supply does not render operating aid compatible, 
however. The case law as well as the Commission’s own practice confirms that such aid is only 
permitted under exceptional circumstances.  In this respect it is important to recall that that the 
GC did not seek to invoke Article 2c) of the Euratom Treaty and the objectives of the Euratom 
Treaty to justify its permissive approach to declaring operating aid to be compatible aid.  It may 
have had doubts as to whether that Treaty although promoting nuclear, requires the facilitation of 

																																																								
33 The observations are summarized at paras 76 to 170 of the decision.  
34 N. Robins, op cit.,  
35 C-640/16 EU:C:2017:752 
36 At para 70, EU:T:2017:14.  
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investment in its development and not the funding of the daily operation of nuclear plant.  At the 
hearing however the Commission had maintained that operating aid would in all events be 
justified under the Euratom Treaty even if it were to be declared incompatible with Article 
107(3) c) TFEU so that the GC would have to determine how to resolve a conflict between the 
two Treaties. Perhaps the Court preferred to defer and leave this to the ECJ.37  

One is tempted to conclude that although the Court follows the Commission and applies at least 
prima facie, the common principles of assessment to an ad hoc individual aid under Art 107(3)(c) 
TFEU, it has done so in such a way that its assessment is highly deferential to what a member 
state itself determines to be in its public interest. This may in part be explained by combined 
impact of Article 194(2)38 (the right of the Member State to determine its energy mix) combined 
with the provisions of the Euratom Treaty, which the Court invokes as a further justification that 
a Member State is entitled to opt for nuclear power in that energy mix.  

The Court has confirmed that the Commission enjoys a substantial margin of discretion and that 
its own review is minimal to say the least. Important in this respect is that the GC found that the 
Commission could permissibly assess the three agreements as an interlinked whole or package – 
thus deflecting many of Austria’s arguments on the Commission’s failure to quantify the benefit 
conferred on NNBG by each individual measure and to assess its necessity and appropriateness, 
as well as the distortion to competition more carefully.   

As a result the outcome of the balancing test in this case is something of a foregone conclusion, 
given the GC’s reluctance to admit most of Austria’s arguments as relevant to the assessment 
(see for example its findings on the environmental issues at paras 516-517).  All potential 
negative consequences of the measures on other policies such as environment or safety 
considerations or the security of supply of uranium were initially set aside during the 
examination of the necessity and proportionality of the measures only to be then subsequently 
excluded from the balancing test.  The only relevant objective was the UK’s declared public 
interest objective of promoting the construction of nuclear generating capacity in a reasonable 
time frame.   

Finally, Austria was faced with a formidable standard of proof – i.e. in contesting the 
Commission’s findings on the necessity and appropriateness of the aid it had to show that the 
decision on these matters was ‘manifestly implausible.’ The GC did not spell out how it actually 
interpreted and applied that standard. It merely recalled it to rebut the relevant plea under 
examination.  The Austrian authorities’ task was by no means simplified by its limited access to 
the information on which the Commission based its findings.  Austria just as any other party, had 
a right to submit written observations in the formal investigation based on the Commission’s 
assessment in its opening decision.  It had no further rights as a Member State to participate in 
the proceedings or to obtain access to the file.39 Despite losing on all counts, Austria may take 
comfort that despite the imminent Brexit, its appeal against the GC ruling can proceed even if an 

																																																								
37 The appeal lodged by Austria is filed as Case C-594/18P. 
38 The GC reiterates this at many points of its ruling including in its assessment of the balancing test as applied by 
the Commission and to rebut Austria’s argument that the public funds could have supported a substantial investment 
in renewable energy sources – at para 526. 
39 See in this respect the GC’s rejection of its tenth plea. 
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eventual annulment of the EC decision might be of limited consequence for the future of Hinkley 
Point in the longer run.  


